
GroBucket: Ordinary Bucket turned Portable Self-Watering Garden 
 
Summary:  The GroBucket is a sustainable recycled plastic insert that transforms 
everyday buckets into low-cost portable self-watering gardens. This versatile system 
grows most any plant anywhere--Grow even the big stuff in small spaces. 
 
GROBUCKET 
Introducing the newest innovation for home gardening and a groundbreaking tool for urban 
farmers: GroBucket – A revolutionary recycled plastic insert that transforms ordinary buckets 
into portable self-watering gardens. This low-cost device fits snuggly at the bucket bottom 
creating a water reservoir that allows for optimal water/air transfer for healthy roots. GroBucket 
is the new growing solution, equipping gardeners of any age and ability to grow food at home 
with zero guesswork.   

 

HOW IT WORKS: Get-Read-Grow! 
GroBucket offers the greenest to the most seasoned gardener a unique growing option that 
starts with the GroBucket insert, PVC pipe and floating water level gauge dropped into an 
ordinary 4-6 gallon bucket.  Simply pour in soil mix and add your plants.  To water, fill the water 
reservoir through the PVC fill tube.  The soil’s wicking action delivers water to the plant as 
needed.  Any excess water drains out through a hole in the side of the bucket eliminating the 
risk of oversaturation and root rot. The level gauge tells you when to add water—No more 
guesswork.  That’s all there is to it! GroBuckets easily accommodate nearly every plant you’d 
normally grow in a traditional garden. Plus, flowers, house plants, and even shrubs and dwarf 
fruit trees thrive in GroBuckets and they’re a cinch to move.  
 
GroBuckets benefit beginners to expert gardeners who can complement current techniques with 
additional crop space, extended growing seasons, and over-wintering with ease. GroBucket 
plants grow practically anywhere indoors or out—a sunny window, by grow-lights, or outside on 
your balcony, patio, back-deck, or front porch. So simple, a small child can use it and so 
accessible, those with mobility limitations can easily garden from a seated position. GroBuckets 
are fun to decorate or can be slipped inside ornamental planters for added flare. 

 



 
 
GROBUCKET BACKER 
GroBucket has been designed and prototyped and now it’s time to produce. A crowd-funding 
Kickstarter campaign is being launched to raise the necessary capital to get GroBuckets to the 
consumer. When you support the GroBucket Kickstarter campaign, you become a “GroBucket 
Backer.” The purchase of a GroBucket not only enhances your ability to easily provide fresh 
homegrown produce, you can also opt to join a movement that has global impact from our 
struggling inner-cities to third world countries. One of the Kickstarter rewards allows 
GrowBucket Backers to put money toward the purchase of GroBuckets to help heal struggling 
inter-cities via urban gardening. GroBucket is also starting an effort to send GroBuckets across 
the globe for international missions, including orphanages, to empower and educate how 
growing food with this simple concept can increase self-sufficiency and financial security. Your 
support helps generate funding to purchase the molding equipment necessary for mass 
production and pays for packaging and shipping. 

 
WHY GROBUCKET 
GroBucket is simple, inexpensive and low maintenance—minimizing watering and weeding.  
GroBucket is environmentally-friendly, made from recycled materials, and is easy to set-up, 
producing immediate growing satisfaction. GroBucket fits every lifestyle by creating gardens 
indoors or out, from high-rise city life, suburbs, to homesteaders. GroBucket is the newest way 
to simply improve health and lifestyle, all while changing the sustainability of local inner-cities 
and international communities. GroBuckets are easy to store when not in use, stacking to only 
one square foot floor space.  
GroBucket—a revolutionary low-cost portable self-watering container garden that turns any 
brown thumb green with abundant produce and environmental sustainability! 
 
For more information visit www.GroBucket.tech and join the Kickstarter campaign Visit 
GroBucket’s Kickstarter Campaign at http://tinyurl.com/kvkxe3n 

http://www.grobucket.tech/


(https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1942221820/you-dont-need-a-green-thumb-you-just-need-
the-grob)  
 


